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Preface

About every three years the international transport survey community gets together
to discuss innovation and quality in transport survey methods and document those
discussions in a publication. As this has been happening since 1979, one has to ask:
Do we really need another book on survey methods in transport? The answer is ‘‘Yes,
Ify’’ with the ‘‘If’’ involving whether there have been recent changes that make the
capture of transportation data through surveys materially different than they were
years ago when other books on the topic were published. One obvious example of a
recent change is the need for new data, models, and other analytical tools to support
greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction and energy efficiency policies in nations around the
globe. Another example is the proliferation of new and affordable information
technologies that survey designers can employ to collect and process data, helping
them confront increasing barriers to participation in surveys, barriers that in some
cases arise from the same technologies, such as developments in telephony. This book
focuses on such changes, and on the opportunities and challenges they represent,
both for improved survey methods and for the comparability of the data that they
provide to different agencies and countries.

As statistical surveys attempt to address GHG issues, and other important
transportation policy and planning challenges, they exhibit evidence of success, yet at
the same time they frequently come under threat. The evidence of success is that
surveys are ubiquitous in the transport world. Almost all countries in the world use
them to measure passenger travel, freight movements, or public transit ridership.
Leaders in government use survey results to guide policy, and the call from their
advisors for more data to address greater challenges is increasing. However, funding
for data collection is too often an easy target in difficult economic times, such as the
present, and surveys must be credible, transparent, and of assured quality. The
papers in this book are thus relevant to government, transport industry practitioners,
academic scientists, and commercial researchers.

The book provides a review of the current state of transport survey methods for
capturing data in several key areas: freight, personal travel, tourism, evacuations and
related travel, and the environmental footprint of transport, among others. It
captures the essence of discussions at the 8th International Conference on Survey
Methods in Transport that took place in Annecy, France, in 2008. Conference
participants from over 25 countries included leading survey researchers and transport



professionals representing industry and government policy makers, as well as
academic scholars and researchers.

The Annecy Conference succeeded in its main objectives: sharing up-to-date
information and experiences on transport survey methods; fostering discussion of
mutual problems and issues that affect survey design, data processing, and reporting;
proposing and suggesting new initiatives and future approaches for the measurement
of critical transportation system indicators; and feeding the results of these
discussions into a permanent record in the form of this peer-reviewed book. The
book is not a proceedings volume, but a peer-reviewed selection of about one-third of
the papers that were presented, as well as a synthesis of 16 workshops.

An editorial committee guided the work that led to this book. It consisted of the
four co-editors: Patrick Bonnel, Martin Lee-Gosselin, Jean-Loup Madre, and
Johanna Zmud, who also served as co-chairs of the Conference. These four, together
with the help of Jimmy Armoogum, divided up the editorial oversight. They built on
the considerable efforts of the many people and organizations, recognized in the
Acknowledgements that follow. We are indebted to all those who donated their time
and energy to review, critique, and add to our body of knowledge about transport
survey methods, in order to continuously improve the quality of transport surveys
and enhance the value and utility of the data that such surveys provide for transport
policy and decision-making.

Finally we, the co-chairs of the ISCTSC, thank all the Annecy authors for their
diligence and hard work. We are confident that their continued diligence will lead to
new insights for, and new approaches in, transport survey methods.

Martin Lee-Gosselin
Johanna Zmud

ISCTSC Co-Chairs
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Chapter 1

Keeping Up with a Changing World: Challenges

in the Design of Transport Survey Methods

Patrick Bonnel, Martin Lee-Gosselin, Jean-Loup Madre and
Johanna Zmud

Abstract

At the 2008 International Conference on Transport Survey Methods in
Annecy, France, transport survey methodologists and practitioners shared
their experience with keeping abreast of the data needs of a rapidly changing
world. Over the past decade, this has translated into the need for: an expanded
travel survey toolkit; methodological innovation for surveys of freight and
public transport operations; a growing use of data collection and processing
technologies; a need to align surveys with other data streams; and an increased
interest in the comparability of international datasets on personal travel
and commodity movements in an era of globalisation. We discuss how these
guided the choice and scope of the five themes around which both the Annecy
Conference and this book were organised.

The International Steering Committee for Travel Survey Conferences (ISCTSC)
organises periodic international conferences on the survey methods that support
planning, policy development, modelling and evaluation through the observation
of person, vehicle and commodity movements at the urban, rural, regional, intercity
and international scales. The evolution of the underlying issues, and the methodo-
logical response, can be seen in the series of publications that drew on previous
conferences, most recently the 1997 Grainau Conference (Stopher & Jones, 2000),
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the 2001 Kruger Conference (Stopher & Jones, 2003) and the 2004 Costa Rica
Conference (Stopher & Stecher, 2006). That evolution includes:

� a gradual expansion of the travel survey toolkit beyond the needs of ‘core business’
urban area household travel surveys and national travel surveys;
� a growing recognition of the need for new approaches to collecting data on freight
movements and public transport operations;
� an increasing expectation that data from transport user surveys should be aligned
with other data streams from administrative and commercial sources;
� a growing application of digital technologies to aid data collection and processing;
� an increased attention to international (and within nation) comparisons of data
on personal travel and commodity movements, and to international flows in the
context of a progressive globalisation of national economies.

With this in mind, the Transport Survey Methods Conference held in Annecy,
France, in May 2008 was designed to continue the emphasis of previous meetings on
transport survey quality and on the standards for assessing and maintaining quality
(e.g. Stopher, Wilmot, Stecher, & Alsnih 2006), and also to look ahead to transport
survey data harmonisation and comparability within and across countries. It was a
concerted response to the evolving need to track and compare key policy measures
and statistics, and their implications for sustaining mobility, in today’s global,
interconnected world. For example, how can we track and compare long distance
mobility in Belgium versus the United States when the two nations employ different
definitions of a long distance trip? (Bonnel, Madre, & Armoogum, 2005) What does
it mean that the mobility rate is around three trips per day in a Netherlands
metropolitan area and around four trips per day in the Grenoble metropolitan area?
Can we attribute this difference to policy measures in respective areas, true travel
behaviour differences, different survey methodologies or different spatial boundary
definitions? (Bonnel, 2003).

As a community, transport survey researchers, practitioners and planners need
advance knowledge of the components of survey and data collection design that are
upstream from reliable and accurate intra-national and international comparisons.
The topics of the Annecy Conference were intended to facilitate such discussions, and
in a few cases to initiate them. It was also hoped that progress would be made
towards the development of a framework for harmonising passenger transport
survey data and statistics along the lines of what has been done for road freight data
at European level (Pasi, 2008). At the same time, it was recognised that some classes
of transport surveys are not yet ready for such a framework, and may require some
fairly fundamental methodological research in the shorter term. Other classes — for
example those that explore hypothetical travel behaviour under a range of possible
future environmental pressures — are not intended to generate national statistics, but
merit our attention for other sound reasons.

The Annecy Conference thus sought a balance between the themes of data
harmonisation and the data quality. With its workshop format, the conference
continued the ISCTSC tradition to create an opportunity for networking, collaboration

4 Patrick Bonnel et al.
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